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Intro





Disclaimer

Cryptocurrencies are particularly volatile assets. Nothing in 
this document is meant to suggest that trading cryptos is a 
good decision for you personally. 

Cryptocurrency is a new, less regulated market which 
contains risks unique to any other assets. 

Any mention of past results is wholly unrelated to future 
performance. 

Nothing in this document should be construed as an 
endorsement of a product, service, exchange, or any other 
entity mentioned here within. 



A Different Sort of
Bull Run

The 2019 bull run comes with an established institutional 
trade in Bitcoin.

2019 requires traders and investors be far more selective.

2019 comes with the early signs of fiat currency crisis.

For US traders 2019 comes with more active regulation. 
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Institutions in Bitcoin



Bitcoin Street Cred

Futures begin trading on CME and CBOE

Rise of Institutional Liquidity Providers
(Galaxy Digital, Acuna Capital, Cumberland Mining)

Large Fund Investments, including university endowment 
funds 

Large firms playing the market maker role on larger 
exchanges. 
 



OTC = $200M/Day Quoted by Josh Lim, Trading Director @Galaxy Digital, a 
crypto liquidity provider for institutions. 





We Are Not Alone
Banks and Funds are buying crypto, particularly Bitcoin. 

They are adding liquidity and making it legitimate as an 
asset class. 

They are going to work to keep regulation manageable. 

CFTC approving more derivative exchanges

Next Up: ETFs or Crypto in your Brokerage account. 



Be Selective



Small Alts = 
Toxic Waste

Investors are being forced to be more selective in 2019

Study of 100 bullish charts from the 2017 bull are showing 
75% may never come back.

New alt coin darlings are emerging. Buyers beware

Fundamental methods failed in 2018

The smart contract ‘platform war’ may have clear winners 
for now. 















The Morale of the 
Story

With every bull market top, it is important to sell most of 
your cryptos- most cryptos decline over 70% in bear 
markets. 

Get ready to start fresh with each new bull market as some 
old darlings may not come back. 

Build your portfolio around the liquidity leader, right now 
Bitcoin. 



Fiat in Crisis









Refugee Capital
Bitcoin has been the new capital ‘escape button’ vs. 
traditional gold

Zimbabwe’s currency crisis resulted in outflows of fiat to 
Bitcoin.

Recently it was reported many wealthy in Venezuela used 
Bitcoin to remove capital from the country.  

Expect countries to clamp down on this practice, but 
probably to no effect. 

‘Currency Wars’ such as the much discussed US/China war 
may create real inflow to Bitcoin, or simply demand by 
sentiment. 



Bottom Line
Fiat is weak and further weakness is potentially bullish for 
Bitcoin. 

Gold will not likely be replaced by Bitcoin. 

But its borderless nature makes capital movement easier 
than gold. 

A new generation of digital natives, relates far more to 
digital money than hard assets. 



Regulation Progresses



US Regulatory
Action

It is too easy to read certain people’s tweets and 
exclamatory statements by politicians and consider it 
representative of crypto policy in the US

IRS pursuing delinquent crypto traders

CFTC cracking down on overseas leverage and at the same 
time approving new exchanges in the US. 

SEC is making it difficult for trading of ‘securities’ tokens 
causing some exchanges to stop servicing Americans

Treasury, through FinCen watches money laundering.

Expect regulation to improve custody at the cost of 
anonymity.



Bitcoin Bull



Next Long Term 
Milestone = $65K +

$65K

$3,800K



$8,500K

Swing Chart, May 2019

$3,610K

$13K

$5,200K



$13K

$6,300K

Swing Chart, Today

$8K

$129K



Questions?



More Free Analysis and Free Trial?

https://www.elliottwavetrader.net/cryptocurrency/

Twitter: @rwilday

Articles posted to moneyshow.com, Medium.com

https://www.elliottwavetrader.net/cryptocurrency/


Thank you!


